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Abstract

This paper describes the application of binary and multi-valued SPFD-based wire removal techniques for circuit
implementations utilizing networks of PLAs. It has been shown that a design style based on a multi-level network of
approximatelyequal-sizedPLAs results in a dense, fast, and crosstalk-resistantlayout. Wire removal is a technique
wherethe total numberof wires betweenindividual circuit nodes is reduced,either by removing wires,or replacing
them with other existing wires. Three separate wire removal experiments are performed. Either wire removal is
invokedbefore clustering the original netlist into a network of PLAs, or after clustering, or both before and after
clustering. For wire removal before clustering, binary SPFD-based wire removal is used. For wire removal after
clustering, multi-valued SPFD-based wire removal is used since the multi-output PLAs can be viewed as multi
valued singleoutput nodes. Wedemonstrate that these techniques are effective. The mosteffective approach is to
performwireremoval bothbeforeandafter clustering. Usingthesetechniques, we obtaina reduction in placedand
routedcircuit area of about 11%. This reductionis significantly higher (about20%) for the largercircuits we used
in our experiments.

1 Introduction and Previous Work

ProgrammableLogicArrays (PLAs) are being rediscovered as an efficientimplementation style for high-performance

circuits. For example, in the Gigahertz processor [1], performance-critical parts of the control were implemented

using singlePLAs. Recent work [2]demonstrates thata circuitimplementation basedona network of approximately

equal-sizedPLAs yields a fast, compact, and cross-talkresistant design. The use of minimum-sized transistors in the

PLAcoreresults in a fastanddense layout, while a structured arrangement of wires guarantees an effective shielding



among signals. The speed and area of each PLA in this design style was reported to be about 50% less than the

corresponding standard-cell based implementation.

In order to reduce the area utilized by such a network, the removal of wires between individual PLAs is effective.

This increases the freedom to place the PLAs and eliminates potential wire congestion in the routing area. In this

paper, we focuson Sets of Pairsof Functions to be Distinguished (SPFDs) as a candidate technique for wireremoval.

SPFDs wereintroduced in [3] in thecontext of FPGA optimization. In [4] this technique wasrefined andadapted

to multi-level networks, while its application to logicoptimization was described in [5]. The authors of [5] reported

a significant average wirereduction for technology-independent wireremoval. However, when technology mapping

was performed on the resulting circuits, the benefits of wire removal were erased. In [6], binary SPFD-based wire

removal was applied to a network of PLAs. However, this workdid not utilizethe powerof multi-valued SPFDs for

the task. Also, results were reported on a small set of benchmark circuits.

In our work, we perform both binary SPFD based wire removal as well as multi-valued SPFD based wire removal.

Binary SPFD based wire removal is done in the manner described in [5]. This flavor of wire removal is performed

before clustering the circuit into a network of PLAs.

In addition, we generalize the notion of SPFDsto multi-valued networks. We observe that (multi-output) PLAs

can be modeled as multi-valued functions. Hence a network of PLAs can be modeled as a multi-level network with

multi-valued nodes. We extend the binary wire removal technique described in [5] to the multi-valued case, and

•use this idea to perform wire removal for a network of PLAs. This flavor of wire removal is performed after the

clustering of a circuit into a network of PLAs. We also observe that since each multi-valued node is more complex

than the binary nodes encountered in [5], additional flexibility is obtained in optimizing them, as evidenced by our

results. Although the full flexibility of multi-valued wire removal has not been exploited in our work, we still get good

reductions in layout area.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe the circuit implementation style using a

network of PLAs. Section 3 describes binary SPFDs and their use in removing wires in binary networks. Section 4



Figure 1: Multi-level circuit clustered into a network of PLAs.

introduces multi-valued SPFDs, while section 5 outlines our multi-valued SPFDbased technique for wire removal.

Section 6 describes the wire removal experiments performed. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and gives some

directions for future work in this area.

2 Networks of PLAs

In [2],a newlayoutanddesignmethodology wasintroduced, motivated by thegoalof achieving fast anddensedesigns

immune to cross-talk, an increasingly important design consideration in deep sub-micron (DSM) technologies. The

circuit beingimplemented wasclustered intoa network of medium-sized PLAs, eachwith between 5 and 10inputs or

outputs, and approximately 20 product terms. It was shown that this size range for the PLAs constitutedan optimal

designpoint withrespect to speedand density. SuchPLAs were typically 50%faster, and about40% smallerthan a

comparable standard-cell based implementation. A simple greedy algorithm was introduced to cluster a multi-level

circuit into a network of PLAs.

A sample multi-level circuit, with nodes shown as circles, is shown in Figure 1. The rectangular regions in this

figure represent the clustering of circuit nodes into PLAs.



3 Binary Sets of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished

3.1 Definitions

Sets of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished (SPFDs) are a new way to represent the flexibility of a node in a

multi-level network. In this section we focus on SPFDs for binary valued nodes.

Definition 1 Afunction f is said to distinguish a pair offunctions gi and g2 if either one of the following two

conditions is satisfied:

gJ < f<82 (1)

82 < f<h (2)

Note that this definition is synunetrical between g\ and g2. We can think of 1and 2specifying two incompletely

specified functions, with as the onsetand g2 as the offsetin 1 or vice-versa for 2.

Definition 2 An SPFD

is a set ofpairs offunctions to be distinguished.

Definition 3 Afunction f satisfies an SPFD, iff distinguishes each pair ofthe set, i.e.

[((gla < / < gib) + {gib <f< gla)] A... A

ligna <f< g„b) + (gnb <f< !;«,)]

Hence, anSPFD canbeconveniently used to express theflexibility thatcanbeused to implement a node ina network

- the only condition required is that the function implementedat the node satisfiesits node SPFD. Note that vertices



of a node's SPFD correspond to the on-set, off-setor dont-care mintermsof the node function.

A trivial case is where the set is a single pair. In this case the SPFD represents two incompletely specified

functions (ISF) where one is the complement of the other. If each of the {(gia^gib)j{82ai82b) '̂--,(gnaignb)} are

pairwise disjoint, then theSPFD represents 2" ISFs'.

Classically, in computingthe flexibility at a node in a Boolean network,don't cares are computedwhich represent

a single ISF. These computations can be generalized so that SPFDs are obtained, which provide much more freedom

in optimizing the node.

3.2 Wire Removal/Replacement Using SPFDs

The information content of a wire (which is effectively the set of pairs of minterms it can distinguish) in a network

can be effectively represented by an SPFD. This allows SPFDs to help remove certain "difficult" wires in the network

or to replace them by other wires. The technique of wire removal/replacement using SPFDs works as follows.

Consider a multi-level network, with some nodes Tifjily and Tijfc. Given a wire (Tif,Ti;), its SPFD represents the

pairsof minterms that have to be distinguished by it. Thus, in a sense, the SPFD of (ilfjily) encodes the information

content required of that wire. If the wire (Tlf,T|y) need not uniquely distinguish any minterms i.e. it has no unique

information content required, we can remove it. Wecan also try to replace it by another wire as long as the second wire

has all the information required of the original. So, a wire (t1j,t1j) can replace the wire (TjjtjTi;} if all the minterms

required to be distinguished by the wire (Tijt,"ny) arealsodistinguished by ("Hijily}. In otherwords, the objective is to

replace wire from node to Tij with a wire from node to r\j, such that the originalSPFD at q;

is preserved, and some gain is realized by this change. In the sequel, we shall refer to this technique as wirejreplace.

In [5], it was shown that there can be a substantial reduction in the number of wires (at the technology-independent

level) in the network using the wirejreplace algorithm. Note that wire-replace also removes wires whose SPFDs are

empty.

'Note that an SPFD cannot represent asingle function, italways represents at least a pair. Thus itcannot represent the function 1.
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Figure 2: A Multi-valued SPED.

Fora detailed exposition onSPFDs and how they arecomputed andused for wire replacement, see [5].

4 Multi-valued SPFDs

We give a graph-theoretic definition of MV-SPFDs which is a generalization of thedefinition of binary SPFDs of the

previous section.

Definition 4 An MV-SPFD ^(y) ona domain Yis an undirected graph (V,£) where each v € Vcorresponds toa

unique minterm v= (yi ,y2> •** ^ edge (e= (vi,V2)) GE means thatthe minterms corresponding to the two

vertices v\ and V2 must have differentfunctional values.

Figure 2 shows a multi-valued node H with k values, and its corresponding MV-SPFD. This MV-SPFD can be

described as a set with k tuples - Each tuple Hi consists of several minterms {^>^*2''"»'*«,}•

Each minterm in Hi must be distinguished from (i.e. have different functional values than) minterms in each of the

remaining k—\ tuples. Each //, is also referred to as a component.

Definition5 Afunction F(y) implements ff = if F(y) is a validcoloring of ff, i.e.

For afunction Fto implement ff, Fassigns adifferent value to minterms /ij, and /i^, for i7^ j. Thus the chromatic

number of an MV-SPFD is the minimum number of values required to implement the MV-SPFD using a multi-valued



function. Each different coloring of this graph represents a different incompletely specified multi-valued function

(ISF). This is the source of flexibility of MV-SPFDs.

5 Wire Removal using Multi-valued SPFDs

In a network of PLAs, each individual PLA is a multi-input, multi-output structure. Suppose a given PLA has k

outputs. Inthat case, it can bemodeled asa single output node with 2^ values. Amulti-valued SPFD can becomputed

for each node and can be used to remove wires in its fanin. A network of PLAs can be modeled as a multi-level

network of multi-valued nodes. The binary SPFD techniques for computing and distributingSPFDs using HDDs [7]

can be generalized to MV-SPFDtechniques using MDDs [8]. The details of the computation are discussed below.

Consider a node Ti; in a multi-level, multi-valued logic network. We know thattheMV-SPFD ofr^j represents the

set of multi-valued minterms (henceforth equivalently referred to as minterms) that should be distinguished by y\j in

order that it provides enough information to its fanouts. To achievethis, it is necessary that each pair of minterms in

the MV-SPFD of t); be distinguished by at leastoneof its faninwires. Thus, the unionof the MV-SPFDs of its fanin

wires shouldcoverthe MV-SPFD of y]j. Alternately stated,just as in the binary case, the MV-SPFD of a node/wire

givesthe information content requiredof the node/wire. So, all the information containedin a node has to be provided

by its fanins.

We define the mininnim MV-SPFD of a wire to be the set of pairs of minterms of r\j that must be

distinguished exclusively by this wire. In order to ensure that all the pairs of minterms in the MV-SPFD of T|y are

distinguished, the wire (riijiiy) mustdistinguish at least these pairsof minterms.

Given the MV-SPFD of the node r\j, we compute the minimum MV-SPFD of each fanin wire. If the minimum

MV-SPFD of a fanin wire is not empty, then we cannot remove this wire since it uniquelydistinguishes some pair of

minterms intheMV-SPFD ofthenode qy. Ontheotherhand, if theMV-SPFD ofa fanin wireisempty, it is acandidate

for removal. However, we cannot simultaneously remove some or all fanin wires whose minimum MV-SPFDs are



2" values

a) A network of PLAs b) Its corresponding multi-valued network
Figure 3: Multi-valued SPFD based wire removal.

empty. This is because there could be two fanin wires (Tii,Tiy) and ("n*,!!;) with empty Tninimnni MV-SPIDs, such

that both wires distinguish the pair ofminterms (mi ,m2) in the MV-SPFD ofT\j, and noother fanin wire distinguishes

this pair of minterms. In such a situation, at least one of these wires must be retained. If both wires are removed,

(mi ,m2) will not beincluded inthe new MV-SPFD ofT|y, and hence the resulting network will not becorrect.

The procedure for removing wires in a PLA network is explained below. Consider the FLA P, which has m

inputs and n outputs. Figure 3-ashows a sample network of PLAs, in which P resides. Each rectangle in this hgure

represents a PLA, with its AND (input) planeon the left, and the OR (output) plane on the right. The PLA P can be

considered equivalently as a multi-valued node with 2" values, and mmulti-valued inputs, as shown inFigure 3-b.

The MV-SPFD of P, denoted as (P(Y), is computed from its original multi-valued function (MVF). This MV-

SPFD must distinguish every minterm inevery component of itsMVF from every minterm inevery other component

of its MVF. After computing iP(T), (here Yis the space of the fanins of P) we re-assign the task of distinguishing

edgesof {P(Y) to the faninsof P, usingthefollowing procedure.

• Fanins of P that have non-empty minimum MV-SPFDs, denoted as Y\ are first identified.

All the edges of fP(y) that are distinguished by these fanins are assigned to these fanins and are removed from



<P{Y)-

• A weighted coveringproblemis set up betweenthe remaining fanins of P,Y\ Y\ and the edges of the modified

(B(Y). The fanins are weighted according to the following heuristic : the smaller the number of fanouts of a

particular fanin, the greater its weight. This means that a fanin with a single fanout has the largest weight and

so has the least likelihood of being included in the solution. Hence the corresponding wire is most likely to be

removed. Let the solution of this weighted covering problembe Y".

The new fanin space ofP is the union of Y' and Y" and will besubsequently referred toas1^. Now, P ismodified.

First the image of (P{Y) iscomputed on the primary input space X. This image isprojected back to the 9 space, to

get ^(y), the new SPFD ofP in terms ofits new fanins. We use acoloring algorithm toobtain a new ISF atP. The

connected components of the MV-SPFD are obtained and each component is colored appropriately to obtain a new

ISF. Next we run Espresso-MV [9] to get the new minimized function of P.

Weproceedin a topological orderfrom the inputsto the outputs in the network andperform wireremoval on each

node in the network.

In the sequel, we refer to this algorithm as mv.wire-replace.

5.1 Controlling change

As mentioned in the previous section,any validcoloringof fP(y) can be used to obtainan incompletely specified MV

function for P. But, if a node is changed, then its changes must be propagated throughout the transitivefanout of P.

Although this can be done, in practice it can prove to be expensive. So we block the changesin the new functionby

its MV-CODCs [10] (a generalization of CODCs [11] for the multi-valued case). Thus, at any point in the algorithm,

the region ofchange consists of a single node, and possibly its immediate fanins.

5.2 Multi-valued SPFDs vs binary SPFDs

Although MV-SPFDs are a generalization of binary SPFDs, there are some interesting points that they bring up.



• In [5], theauthors discuss how binary SPFDs could runintotheproblem of non-bipartition i.e. there could arise

situations where an SPFD can nolonger becolored bytwo colors. This situation arises because during the SPFD

computation, onecannot restrict thechromatic number ofanSPFD without losing optimization flexibility. Since

some binary SPFD algorithms exploit theirbipartite nature, this could lead to inelegant solutions. MV-SPFDs

are a simple and elegant way to handle this problem, since we do not need to restrict the chromatic number of

an MV-SPFD.

• The coloring ofMV-SPFDs gives rise tointeresting possibilities. Abinary SPFD with nconnected components

canbe colored in 2" ways. An MV-SPFD with n components can becolored in ibi! * ••• where k is the

chromatic number ofthe ith component. This flexibility can beexploited inmany ways. Inanetwork ofPLAs,

for instance, re-encoding a node could change thewiring connections between a node anditsfanouts. So,if we

expand the region ofchange toinclude a node andits fanouts, we can use some encoding algorithm tosuitably

modify the wiring between anode and its fanouts. This is adifficult problem and is currently being investigated.

6 Experimental Results

To validate the usefulness wire removal for a network of PLAs, we utilize the two SPFD-based wire removal tech

niques.

• For wire removal before clustering a circuit into a network ofPLAs, we use the wirejreplace code detailed in

[5] and in Section 3.2. This computation isdone at the level ofbinary-valued SPFDs, since the logic nodes are

binary valued before clustering into PLAs.

• After clustering into a network of PLAs, each PLA can be viewed as a multi-valued node, as described in

Section 5. Atthis point, multi-valued SPFD-based wire removal is invoked, using mvjwire^eplace asdescribed

in Section 5.
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The clusteringand wire removal code was written in SIS [12]. Placement of the networkof PLAs was done using

VPR [13], an FPGA-based placement and routing tool. Since all PLAs in the network of PLAs have roughly the

same size, VPR is a good choice for placement. However, routing is not done using VPR since it assumes an FPGA

connection topology. Therefore, routing of the network of PLAs was performed using wolfe [14].

The initial Ni/netlist for the benchmark circuit is clustered into nodes with up to 5 inputs. This new netlist is the

starting point for all wire removal experiments. We now perform one of 4 wire removal experiments:

• For no wire removal^ (NOWR) we cluster the netlist into a network of PLAs. This network is now placed and

routed as described above.

• For wire removal after clustering, (WRA) we follow the clustering step by a wire removal step, using multi

valued SPFD-based wire removal. The result of this step is then placed and routed.

• For wire removal before clustering, (WRB) we perform binary-valued SPFD-based wire removal on the netlist,

and then cluster the resulting netlist into a network of PLAs. This network is then placed and routed.

• For wire removal before and after clustering, (WRBA) we perform binary-valued SPFD-based wire removal

on the netlist, and then cluster the resulting netlist into a network of PLAs. This is followed by multi-valued

SPFD-based wire removal. The resulting netlist is placed and routed as described above.

We constrain the clustering step by imposing a maximum width and maximum height constraint on the PLAs. In

this sectionwe report the results of experiments withtwo such combinations whichutilizea PLA heightconstraintof

15 and 20, and a PLA widthconstraint of 40. The total number of outputs of each PLA is constrainedto be no larger

than 5.

Table I reports the results of wire removal on some benchmark circuits. All examples in this table use a PLA

height constraint of 15, and a PLA width constraint of 40. Table 2 reports the results of wire removal where all

examples use a PLAheightconstraint of 20 anda PLA widthconstraint of 40. EachPLAhas 5 or lessoutputsin both

11



Circuit NOWR WRA Improve % WRB WRBA Improve % NOWR-WRA% NOWR-WRB% NOWR-WRBA% BEST

vda 111102S2 9226156 16.96 10135268 8894264 12.24 16.96 8.78 19.95 19.95

frg2 6446700 5696732 11.63 5963900 5450492 8.61 11.63 7.49 15.45 15.45

C1908 5638308 5608980 0.52 4577608 4328608 5.44 0.52 18.81 23.23 23.23

apex6 4449572 4038000 9.25 4406096 4250136 3.54 9.25 0.98 4.48 9.25

x3.blif 4423560 4340580 1.88 4588100 4409520 3.89 1.88 -3.72 0.32 1.88

toolarge 4306372 4296808 0.22 4398404 4355300 0.98 0.22 -2.14 -1.14 0.22

xl 2046140 1874444 8.39 1805672 1859528 -2.98 8.39 11.75 9.12 11.75

x4 2040556 2127220 -4.25 1938784 1938784 0.00 -4.25 4.99 4.99 4.99

alu2 1624412 1473920 9.26 1647092 1629860 1.05 9.26 -1.40 -0.34 9.26

C432 1372412 1345680 1.95 1227940 1236696 -0.71 1.95 10.53 9.89 10.53

terml 1252120 1052248 15.96 960876 878036 8.62 15.96 23.26 29.88 29.88

apex? 991728 853688 13.92 952448 923612 3.03 13.92 3.96 6.87 13.92

ttt2 529568 448240 15.36 519304 508664 2.05 15.36 1.94 3.95 15.36

count 364000 315832 13.23 367920 315832 14.16 13.23 -1.08 13.23 13.23

pcle 272392 264808 2.78 272392 264808 2.78 2.78 0.00 2.78 2.78

decod 175192 175192 0.00 175192 175192 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

AVERAGE 7.32 3.92 7.32 5.26 8.92 11J5

Table 1: Wire Removal Experiments - max width 40, max height 15

cases. In both tables, the final layout area of the circuit is measured in units of square grids. All reported numbers

include the area for the actual PLA logic plus the routing area. For each table, the first column reports the circuit

name. The second colunm reports the resulting layout area using no wire removal (NOWR), while the third colunm

reports layout area using MV-SPFD based wire removal after clustering the circuit into a network of PLAs (WRA).

The fourth colunm reports the improvement in layout area by performing WRA (compared to the NOWR case). The

fifth colunm contains layout area results when binary-valued SPFD based wire removal is performed before clustering

into a network of PLAs (WRB). The sixth colunm reports layout area when SPFD based wire removal is performed

both before and after clustering into a network of PLAs (WRBA). The seventh colunm reports the area improvement

of the sixth colunm over the fifth. The eighth, ninth and tenth colunms represent the percentage area improvements

of WRA, WRB and WRBA over the NOWR case, respectively. Finally, the eleventh colunm represents the best area

improvement from the preceding three columns.

We observe that the best area reduction using any flavor of wire removal is above 11% for both tables. Also note

that the best area reduction is in excess of 19% for the three laigest examples. This suggests that SPFD-based wire

removal is very effective for larger circuits.
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Circuit NOWR WRA Improve % WRB WRBA Improve % NOWR-WRA% NOWR-WRB% NOWR-WRBA% BEST

vda 12436252 10270940 17.41 11312344 9509604 15.94 17.41 9.04 23.53 23.53

frg2 5421528 4817176 11.15 5504856 5073732 7.83 11.15 -1.54 6.42 11.15

C1908 6681500 5834776 12.67 5179324 4491136 13.29 12.68 22.48 32.78 32.78

apex6 4856400 4692516 3.37 4773860 4456872 6.64 3.38 1.70 8.23 8.23

x3.blif 4992788 4487352 10.12 4655196 4745676 -1.94 10.12 6.76 4.95 10.12

toolarge 4714168 4681740 0.69 4670440 4679008 -0.18 0.69 0.93 0.75 0.93

xl 2110856 2098096 0.60 2069732 2103604 -1.64 0.60 1.95 0.34 1.95

x4 2061840 2028516 1.62 2158952 2230680 -3.32 1.62 -4.71 -8.19 1.62

alu2 1706600 1591744 6.73 1827148 1543940 15.50 6.73 -7.06 9.53 9.53

C432 1556960 1466576 5.81 1325088 - - 5.81 14.89 - 14.89

terml 1300096 1126408 13.36 939400 858520 8.61 13.36 27.74 33.97 33.97

apex? 1030580 971280 5.75 1077320 1026528 4.71 5.75 -4.54 039 5.75

ttt2 599540 523240 12.73 595232 573344 3.68 12.73 0.72 4.37 12.73

count 483360 406192 15.96 483360 416368 13.86 15.97 0,00 13.86 15.97

pcle 310312 302728 2.44 310312 310312 0.00 2.44 0.00 0.00 2.44

decod 204472 204472 0.00 204472 204472 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

AVERAGE 7.53 5.19 7.53 4.27 8.18 11.60

Table 2: Wire Removal Experiments - max width 40, max height 20

Comparingthe wire removal techniques in isolation, we observe that WRBA provides the best averageimprove

ment in area (8.92% and 8.18% for Table 1 and Table 2 respectively). In both these tables, WRBA improves on WRB

by an average of 3.92% and 5.19% respectively. The least effectiveof the three wire removal flows is WRB.

Furthermore, the results reported in [6] indicated that wire removal applied to traditional standard-cell based

designs results in no area improvement, since wire removal obtainedby such techniquesis negatedby the technology

mapping step required in such a design style. This suggests that using a network-of-PLAs design methodology has

additional advantages overthe standard-cell baseddesign methodology. The reasonfor this is that in the network-of-

PLAsdesignstyle,there is a moredirectrelationship between thecostfunction beingoptimized during synthesis, and

the actual implementation of the logic. This is because there is no technology-mapping step required in this design

style.

Among the three wire removal experiments conducted, the most effective are WRBA and WRA. These two ex

periments together contributed to a majority of the best case results (column 11). In Table 1, in the cases in which

WRB contributed the best result, either WRA or WRBA had improvementsvery close to this. For the C432 example

in Table 2, WRB contributed the best result, and the improvement provided by WRA trailed it significantly. However,

WRAB was not able to complete on this example, so we are not sure if WRAB could have matched this result if the

13



example had completed.

Weperformed anotherstudy where all four experiments used a series of 9 values of maximum PLA heightand

width. Themaximum height varied from 15 to 25in steps of 5, andthemaximum width varied from 40 to 60 in steps

of 10. The maximum number of outputs was restricted to 5. We used the best area from each of these 9 cases for

each example, and compared the results just as in the tables above. The results obtained were substantially similar

to those reported in Tables 1 and 2. This is primarily due to the fact that the two combinations of maximum width

and height used in Tables 1 and 2 accounted for the best results for most examples. In this study, the average best

casearea improvement due toany flavor of wire removal was 11.12%. WRBA once again was themost effective wire

removal style, with an average improvement of 9.22%. WRA and WRB had an average improvement of 7.58% and

5.82% respectively. The detailed results ofthis experiment are not included, since they substantially track the results

reported in this section.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that binary and multi-valued SPFD based wire removal are effective techniques for reducing

the wiring, and therefore the overall layout area, ofacircuit implemented as a network ofPLAs. Our main findings

are summarized below:

• Wire removal results ina best case layout area reduction onaverage ofabout 11%.

• This reduction increases to 19% orhigher for larger examples, further suggesting the effectiveness ofthe tech

nique.

• By choosing the best result among WRA and WRBA, we obtain an improvement which is almost as good as

the bestcaseimprovement overall3 wire removal styles. Thesetwostyles of wire removal account for thebest

case improvement in a majority of the examples.
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In the future we plan to use wire removal after placement as well- After placement, we may have critical wires in

the sense that if these wires are removed, there would be a reduction in layout area. Performing wire removal directed

at such wires should further improve the results obtained.

Also, in our current implementation, the height of the PLAs is allowed to grow when we perform multi-valued

SPFD-based wire removal. We plan to remove this restriction, which should probably result in further area savings.

As mentionedin Section 5.2, we also plan to investigate ideas to further exploit the flexibility of MV-SPFD based

wire removal.
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